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Learn more about our impact


 

	What we care about

	People
	Places
	Species
	Climate crisis
	Sustainability





	How we work

	Public policy
	Science
	Business
	Wildlife conservation




About WWF

WWF works to sustain the natural world for the benefit of people and wildlife, collaborating with partners from local to global levels in nearly 100 countries.
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Earth Hour is Saturday, March 23 at 8:30 pm

Give an Hour for Earth

This year, celebrate Earth Hour and Earth Day by joining the biggest hour for Earth. Take 60 minutes of your time to give back to our planet while doing something you love.

















































Our work in action




Read stories about our work on the ground.
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DreamWorks Animation LLC




Kung Fu Panda 4 and WWF team up to protect nature


We’re raising awareness about the plight of the wildlife 




	






USGS




Exploring new possibilities for invasive carp


How "carpcake" can revolutionize conservation and sustainable nutrition




	






Jason Houston / WWF




In Namibia's San community, nature is woven into every part of life


The San connection with the land is a mutually beneficial partnership













Who we are




Our mission is to conserve nature and reduce the most pressing threats to the diversity of life on Earth.
























Our impact



We collaborate with local communities to conserve the natural resources we all depend on and build a future in which people and nature thrive. Together with partners at all levels, we transform markets and policies toward sustainability, tackle the threats driving the climate crisis, and protect and restore wildlife and their habitats.
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6
continents




WWF is actively working in six continents to help people and nature thrive












	


350 
cities and counties




More than 350 cities and counties have joined with WWF, its partners, and other leaders for America is All In, a coalition committed to reducing emissions by 50% by 2030












	


1.3 million
members




More than one million US members support WWF's conservation efforts






























Aaron Gekoski / WWF-US




Mapping animals’ movement between protected areas

To understand how animals move between protected areas and the degree of connectivity between them, WWF and other scientists produced the first-of-its-kind Protected Area Isolation Index

 







news and stories
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Ola Jennersten / WWF-Sweden




Did you see our TV ad?


Help WWF protect elephants and other vulnerable species around the world. Symbolically adopt an elephant today.


















How we work




As the world’s leading conservation organization, we work in nearly 100 countries to tackle the most critical issues at the intersection of nature, people, and climate.












Our goals


Recognizing that the problems facing our planet are increasingly more complex and urgent, WWF focuses its work on six ambitious goals. Through this integrative approach, we can challenge the planet’s greatest threats and ensure a healthy future for people and nature.

	


Create a climate-resilient and zero-carbon world

	


Rebuild food systems to nourish people and nature

	


Conserve the world's most important forests

	


Protect freshwater resources and landscapes

	


Achieve healthy oceans and nature-positive seascapes

	


Conserve wildlife and wild places








Advocacy
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Congress: Advance plastic pollution policies


Ask your Congressmember to support strong federal policies to drive changes in the ways we use, recycle, and dispose of plastic
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People & Communities

A collaborative approach to conservation grounded in the role of Indigenous people and local communities as stewards of their own lands.
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Changing the nature of business



See how we work with companies
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Sustainable infrastructure



Strategic and sustainable development that provides for humanity's needs and allows nature to thrive


















 











Dive deeper




Explore additional channels to learn more about WWF's work in education, business, and beyond










Supplemental Links

	


Sustainability Works


Follow for conversation and innovation to help make better business for a better Earth

	


Descubre WWF


Aprende más sobre los retos de conservación de nuestro planeta y como tú puedes ayudarnos

	


Wild Classroom


Find learning activities and resources for educators, parents, and caregivers to help kids explore and understand nature

	


Newsroom


News coverage of WWF and resources for members of the media, including press releases







Your legacy can protect the planet for years to come



Explore how you can make WWF part of your legacy and protect nature for future generations



Learn more








Greg Armfield / WWF-UK
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